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SUMMARY
A method is developed consistent
perturbation theory, whfch provides a
wash behind a wing In supersonic flow
The analysis is based upon the use of
Harvard Lomax
with the assumptions of small
means of determining the down-
for a known load distribution.
supersonic doublets which are
dfstribu-tidover the pl& form and wake of the wing in a manner
determined from the wing loading.
The first applfcation of the method proves the equivalence in
subsontc and supersonic flow of the downwash at infinity correspond-
ing to a given load distribution. The principal application in this
report is concerned with the downwash behind a triangular wing with
. leading edges swept back of the Mach cone from the vertex. A complete
solution is given along the center line of the wake and an approx~
tion provided for points in the vicinity of this line.
.
INTRODTKHTON
The linearization of the partial differential equation satisfied
by the velocity potential for compressible flow yields, for subsonic
flight speeds, an ellfptlc-type equation which is reducible by means
of an elementary transformation to the basic equation in incompressible
flow. As a consequence of this result, wing theory in the subsonic
reah employs the same concepts and same ty_pesof analyses that
belong to classical inoompresslble theory. At supersonic speeds, the
differential equation for the velocity potential is hyperbolic in type
and for wing theory is equivalent mathematically to the twtiimensional
wave equation of physics. In spite of the different character of the
basic differential equation in the two flight regimes, certain formal
equivalenoies can be set up which are intuitively useful in the solu-
tion of specific problems. In particular, the velocity potentials
of a thre~imensional
.
source and of a doublet each have analogous
.
form in the two cases. The solution of different boundary-value
problems encountered in wing theory has been discussed in reference
1, and it has been shown how suitable distributions of sources snd
doublets may be used to detezmine the flow ~otential associated
with a given lifting or nonlifting wing.
The calculation of downWash behind a wing, for inccqressible
flow, relies almost exclusively on the use of &andtl~s lifting-line
theory which is, in turn, developed frmn the concept of a single
horseshoe vortex. The conventional approach to the .generaJ.down-
wash problem is to determine, first, the ~duced field of the simple
horseshoe vortex by means of the Biot-Savart law and, then, from a
Jmowledge of the spanwise distribution of loading over the wing, to
calculate finally the induced field produced by a vortex sheet
composed of superimposed vortices of varying spem.
When downwash calculations are to be extended to the case of
supersonic wings, it appears at first that the use of vortex sheets
is completely inadmissible simce no equivalent to the Biot-Savart
law exists. It is, in fact, true that the horseshoe vortex no
longer plays the outstanding role it has at low speeds. However,
@en a more titailed investigation is made of the underlying analysis,
it becomes apparent that vortex theory and the Biot-Savert law can
be developed.from the initial use of’a constant distribution of
doublets over a given surface. (E.g., see references 2 and 3.) These
doublets produce a discontinuity h the velocity potential at the
surface, and, for incompressible theory, the curve which bounds the
sur5ace can be identified with a vortex curve possessing circulation.
The proof of the Biot-Savart law and the introduction of vortex sheets
are direct consequences of these basic ideas.
Since, as was shown In reference 1, supersonic boundary-value
problems involvfng sources, sinks, and doublets can be solved in a
manner analogous to that used im low-peed theory, a method is
therefore provided for an attack cm the downwash problem for
supersonic plan forms through the we of doublet-distiibuticms.
The present report has two princiyal aims: First,-to outltie
in some detail the theoretical approach to the determination of the
velocity potential of the flow field associated with a supersonic
lifting surface and the subsequent calculation of the downwash; and,
second, to apply the theory to the case of a triangular wing swept
back of the Mach cone and to present the results of the ccmplete
calculations along the center line and in the plane of the wing.
DownWash immediatelyback of the trailing edge and at an infinite
distance behind the wing will also be derived and is in agreement
.
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with the previously published results of P.A. Lagerstram (reference
4). The final portion of the analysls will treat the variation of
. downwash near the center line of the triangular wing.
h the theoretical portion of the report, the boundary-value
problem will be introduced and the solutions, obtained from Green’s
theorem, will be given for low-speed and supersonic flow. la the
section of the report devoted to applications, the theory will be
used first to evaluate the potential function at an infinite
distance downstream frmn a lifting wing. Since the mathematical
problems arising in the physically obvious case of the unswept wing
of infinite span correspond closely to those for the more general
case, the theory is next applied to this case. From this appllca–
tion, a general procedure Is developed for treating wings with
supersonic trailing edges. The final application of the report
will be devoted to the triangular wing. ti all of these applications,
It will be seen &at the analfiic expressions which have been obtained
in supersonic theory for the load distributions over certain plan
fozms afford a means whereby the chordwise distribution of pressure
may be introduced into the analysis, and, therefore, such expedients
as liftin~line theory are no longer so essential.
No attempt will be made here to discuss the effect of airfoil
. thiclmess on the downwash distribution, althou@ this effect is
actually simpler to treat mathematically. It suffices to state
that the entire theory is postulated on the assumptions of thin–
. airfoil or small-perturbation theory and that, consequently, thick—
ness effects and lifting+ate soluticms are additive. For the
results that are given in the plane of the airfoil, the thiclmess
effect, which is necessarily symmetrical with respect to this plane,
is zero.
a.
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LIST OF IMPORTANTSYMBOIS
velo~ity of sound in the free stream
ting span
root chord of wing
oomplete elliptic integrals of the seoond kind with
moduli k, ko, kl, k2, respectively
2aVo
.
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kl
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U,v,w
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camplete elliptic integrals of.the first-kind with
moduli k, k2, respectively
free~tieem Mach
static pressure
P2-PU
-c pressure
()v~number —a.
J(x-xd’+(y-y.)=+( z-w
.
.
J(x-xJ2+(y-yd2+z2 .
.
J(X-XJ 2-P’(Y-YI)2+2Z2
perturbation velocity components in the direction
of the x-, y—, zaxes, respectively
Uu-uz
free+tresm velocity
z-component of velocity induced by doublet distribution
over plan form
z-component of velocity induced by doublet distribution
over wake
Cartesian coordinates of an arbitrary point
Cartesian coordinates of source or doublet position
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x/c.
$Y/co
singleof attack
J=
semivertex angle of triangular wing
ml
Coeo
ptalb
(Mach angle arc sin ~ )
density in free streem
perturbation velocity potential
O@~
denoting finite part of integral (equations
‘i~o) ~d (11))
Subscripts
u conditions on upper portion
.
z conditions on lower portion
L.E. condltions at leading edge
T.E. conditions at trailing edge
w refers to tie
P refers to plan form
s conditions on discontinuity
5
of surface
of surface
surface (at zl=O)
.
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Regions
1,11,111 integration regions on plan form (fig. 4)
A,B regions in wake of triangular wing (fig. ~)
TKEORY
Boundary Condition~
The proposed problem Is one of finding the downwash behind a
flat plate which supports a loading consistent with its angle of .
attack and plan form. It will be assumed throughout the analysis .
that this load distribution iS tiOWTl. Such values were given for
several plainforms in reference 5 and further results can be found
in the literature on supersonic wings.
The load distribution over the wing may be obtained from a lmowl–
edge of the differences in pressures acting on the lower and upper
surfaces. Moreover, in thin-airfoil theory, where boundary conditions
are given in the z = O plane (i.e., the plane of the wing), a simple
reLation exists between local-pressure coefficient and the stresmwise
component of the perturbation velocity. Wus, assuming that the free-
str&m direction ~oincides with the positiye x-axis (fig. 1),
denoting by u
fO11OW8 that
4
—
!!
.
the x-component of the perturbattao velocity,
_ P~–Pu _ 2
- — (Uu-uz) .-~
~
70 0
where the variables are defined in the table of the symbols.
Furthermore, frcm the definition of the perturbation velocity
tial @ -.
and
it
(1)
poten-
.
.
1’xQ = Udx (2)a
where a is a point in a region at which the yotential is zero.
Combining equations (1) and (2), the $zmp in potential.in the plane
Z=o can be determined by integrating the Jump in the u induced
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.
velocity or, what
cient. Thus,
7
amnmts to the same thing, the Jump in load coeffi—
(3)
where the integration extends frcm the leading edge to the point x
and A@s represents the jump in @ h the xy+ame. Since load
coefficient @/q must be zero off the wing and since u iS an odd
function in z, the value of u must be zero for all points off
the wing in the xy+.ane. It follows that A08 remains constsmt
at a given span station for all values of x beyond the trailing-
edge position.
Figure 1 indicates an arbitra& lifting surface in the z=O
plane together with the distribution of A@a for given constant
values of y and x. Ih both subsonic and supersonic theory, the
wing together with the semi—infinite strip extending downstream of
the wing form a discontinuity surf-acefor the velocity potential,
while AQa is equal to O throughout the’+remaining portion of the
.
xy-plane. These conditions, together with the fact that the.vertical
induced velocity w is a continuous function at 2=0,
to detezmine @ throughout space. The values of u, v,
. be found from the corresponding partial tirivatives of
tO X, y, adz. The attention in the present report is
w, the downwash function.
are sufficient
and w can then
@ with respect
centered on
Solution to Boundary-Value Troblem
lh reference 1, the solutions for boundary-value problems of
the type under consideration were given for both incompressible and
supersonic theory. The basic differential equations satisfied by
the perturbation velocity potential are, for the two cases, respectively,
a20 az~ a%
—i- —+—= 0
axz ayz azz (4)
8and
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~ a2@ a’o a%
—-— ——=$ ax2 oa72 azs (5)
mcm~ ressIble theo~.- For boundary conditions prescribed in
the z = O plsme; the solution of equation (4)is
@ (X,y,z) = -
W [$(2-3 -@’4JAhQl ‘6)
where
r
and -ris the srea for
= Jx–xl)%(y-y=)*+(z-z1)2
which the fntegrand does not vanish. The .
1 ()al‘i- GQ and ~ —-43-taz=r s are equal to the velocity potential
.
.
at x,y,z of a unit source and doublet situated at the point
xl,yl,O. The remaining terms in the integrand, which-determine the
distribution of source and doublet strengths, must be found from
known boundary conditions. E a lifting surface fixes the boundary
ccnditions, induced vertical velocities on the up~er and lower
faces of the surfaoe are equal so that
and
0 (X,y,z)
‘HLP4Hs “-
Equations (6) and (7) are well known in potential theory (refe~
ence 3, p. 60), but the derivation usually employs the assumption
that the value of O is zera.at all points infinitely distant from
..
.
.
.
.
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the wing. This assumption cannot, of course, be made in aerodynamic
applications where the discontinuity surface T extends to x = m,
as in the case of a lifting wing or lifting line tith trailing
vortices. These latter problems, with which this report is directly
concerned, are of such a nature, however, that the induced effects
at an infinite distsmce me confined to the plane x . aJ. An tivesti–
gation of the derivation of equation (6) reveals that the conditicns
Imposed on 0, in general, can be relaxed sufficiently to permit a
discontinuity in a strip of finite width along the entire extent of
the x-is. The mathematical details of the derivation will not be
given here but a statement of the restrictions on O at infinity is
worthwhile.
taken normal
apply:
1.
!DIUS,denoting by ~ the directional derivative of Q
to a prescribed surface, the follcwlng conditions
ao
The functions @ and y’ are zero at all POints
&l
havtig radius vectors which make finiti (nonzero) anglesL
with the yositive x-axis, the points lying on a spherical
surface of W inite radius with center at the wing. (This
preserves the usual potential ti,eoryassumptions except
over the portion of the spherical surface which forms the
plane x = CO.)
2. The values Q md ~ are bounded at all points
ax
infinitely distant $rcm the lifting surface and at a non-
infinite diste.me from the positive x-axis. (~iS condition
@aces restrictions on the values of O and — in the
plane x = ‘=.) ax
Conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied for a lifting surface of
finite span, and equation (7) is consequently applicable”directly
to the determination of the velocity potential. As an application
of the equation, suppose a sheet of horseshoe vortices is situated
as in figure 2 with bound vortices placed on the y-axis, trailing
vortices extending parallel to the positive x-is, and has a span-
wise distribution of circulation A@ spmuetrical to the xz-pl.sne
and defined for - ~ b<y~~. Then the velocity potential corre–
spending to this vortex sheet is given by the expression
f
~
*(x’y’z)‘; _; f
w
AOady= ‘3X1
r(x-xl)2+(y–y=)2*2]3~=
(8)
2 0
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When A#~ = constantja single horseshoe vortex results.
Supersonic theory.- For supersonic boundary-value problems
associated with plan forms as indicated in figure l(a), where the
lmown conditions are given in the z = O plane, the general solution
of equation (5) is given in reference (1) in the form
I
0 (X,y,z) = -; Jn(a (2-2)-6 -“’)(e.. lti’dy’
—I -1
where
r. =
and the subscript s
is to be evaluated at
xlyl-plane bounied by
(9)
.-
J(x-x~ )2+32( y-y~ )2+32(z-z~ )2
on th~ parentheses indicates that the function
o. The region T is t$at portion of the
&~ leading edge of the wing, the lines parallel
to the x-axis and stemming from %9 lateral tips of the wing, ~d the
trace in the Z1 =
point x,y,z. The
and was introduced
technique with the
m2
O plane of the Maoh forecon? with vertwx:at the
sign ~ is to be read ‘tfinitepart oft!
by Hadamard (reference 6) as a manipula.tlve
proyerty that
f
. XOA(X) ~(Xo) ~ 2A(XO)
(Xo-x)”l= - (x@a)’@
(lo)
a
For pur~ses of calculation% this was modified in r~erence 1 to
~2=J* ,<&3=-F@ ).-c (,,,
.
.
.
.
the asterisk indicating that-no upper limit Is to be substituted ‘
into the indefinite integral, the htter being determined as
F(x)+C
mm TNITO.1620
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where
,
.
11
[
=(% )
c = Mm — - F(x)
X+xo ~~ 1
~uation (g) is the direct analogue of equation (6). The terms
()
11
z~a
“ %%$)
are equal to the velocity potential at
x,y,z of a unit supersonicssource and doublet situated at the pint
X1>Y1>03 while the remaining terms In the integrand determine the
distribution of source and doublet strength and are determined by the
lmown boundary conditions.
When the potential function associated with a lifting surface is
to be evaluated,
l
and equation (9) reduces to the form
. (12)
#
In application, the region of integration in equations (7) and (12)
can be divided into areas occupied, respectively, by the plan form
and the wake region. Thus, for equation (12),
-z p= J7 AOa dxldylo (X,Y,Z) = -&- [(X-X1)~y( y–y~)=&z =13/2
plan fOrm
zB2
f[
’08 dxldyl
——
21t
ake [(x-xl)=j32(y-y~)=+=2 2]~/=’
(13)
12
Equation (13) presents a forml solution for the calculation
.
of velooity potential and, subsequently, downwash for a given surface *
in terms of A@s. Since AO~ was relatqd directly to load distri-
bution In equation (3], it is apparent that the various known
.
solutions to lffting+nmface problems are directly applicable. The
fact that supersonic theory permits the determination of load
distribution in closed analytic form for many stiyle plan forms
provides a distinct advantage that is lacklng in su%sonic theory
wherein virtually au known results are available only in numerical
form. ‘l%us,theoretical analysis of problems involving supersonic
flight speeds can be carried further before recourse to numerical
methods is necessary,
APIZICATIONS
Value of Potential Function at x = =
It is possible to show, from equations (7) and (lZ!),that the
potential funotions corresponding to a wing with fixed load distri–
bution are identlal at– x = ~ for incompressible and supersonic
flow. Assuming L@s known, the values of O(x,y,z) for the two
cases are given, respectively, by the equations
O(x,y,z) s; JY L@sdxldyl[(X-xl)2+(y-yl)2+#] V2 ‘
plan form
z u’ A% dxldyl‘G [(x-x=)=+(y–yl)%za1~=
wake
.
.
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and
-$2ZQ(x,y,z) = —
[J
MB dxlqvl
2K [(x–x=)z+z(y–y=) q=z=]siz
plan form
13
p2z
JJ
AQ~ dx=dy=
——
2TC
wake [(x–x~)~z(y-y=) +=Z2]312
Since, however, AO~ is finite, it follows hmediately that for
fixed values of y -
equations approach
denoting by XT-E.
wing, the potential
and z the integrals over the plan form in both
zero as x increases indefinitely. Thus,
the value of xl at the trailing edge of the
functions at x = UJ are given by the expressions
f
2 J
m
z
O(m,y,Z) = lim dx=
X-m ~_~
A@S(~oE.,YL)dyl
%.E.
[(x-x=)2+(y-y~)=+z=]3/2
and
b
z
-zp=
f f
*
Q(m,y,Z) = Iim — dx=&g(~OE.Syl)@l
x> ~ 2X
_~
%.E.
[(x–% )2+2( y-y=)2+22=] 3/2
These relations can be integrated once to give for tie subsonic case
&
J-2= { (x-x=)
m
@(m,y,Z) = lhl —
x+m4Jr_Q ‘s(~.E.&kl
[(Y-Yl)2+z~q(==d2+(Y-Yl)2+z22 }b-r
J
b
z z=—
2fl b
-.2
(14a)
and for the supers onic case
-?3
{
(X+XJ
*
Q(co,y,z)= MU — J MS (qJg.JYJ ‘&IX*EI 2X
-4
}b-YJ2+~21 &-d%2(Y-Yl)%+2 q,~,
J
k
z 2 % (q.m.sY-l)@l
=—
a -!3 (Y-91 )2+Z2
Ekm +hese equations, it follows that the sidewash
with Mach numbeq prtided the load Mstrlbution is
on the spenwieaload dlstrlbution, slnoe the terms
buticm disarnxmred h the analysls. 5is has been
(lkb)
end downwaah at X = m are Invariant
fixed. Ih fact, their talues depend solely
corresponding to &e ohordwise distri-
pointed out elsewhere h tlhe literature.
It should be stressed, however; that the result which has been obtained hare states that
equal span lead distributlme in the two cams yield equal values of the potential function
at x = . . This dms not @ply that a tig at low and supersonic speeds maintalna the SSDM
potentiel function at Mini-by. when the wing is kept flxwi, the distributlcm of w on
the whg is ffxed, but the load d.islxibution Is a function of speed.
Downwash On and Off the W-
As a furtir application, the unswept w5ng of infinite spare will be treated for supe~
sonic speeds. Ih this case, as is mill known, tlm induced velocities em zero at all. potits
downstream of the ~per and lower Mach waves siwmmlng fran the traiklng edge. An abrupt
Jump In vertical velocity therefore occurs at, the tralltig edge of the wing. Consideration
of this jump for the unswept wing furnishes considerable insight into the nature of the
mathematical difficulties Mument h the calculation of dounwash on and off Mngs of
erbltrary pk form. The calculation for the particular case will therefore be followed by
a more general discussion which till be of value in connectionwith the I.stirtrealmmt of
the trian* wing.
.
. .
,. .
, , a l
Uris-wel?i wjmz of kite span.– me pressure distributionfor the wing of infinite
@ is eq@ ‘0 ~’aspect ratio is constant. For this s~alled Ackere&type loading, h
qso that, when the leading edgelies alongthe y-axls,
v J’xl4Aaa=: 2CLV0~ax =—xlo P
where a is angle of attack. In the tie
(rjb)
‘lhedownwash,or verticalvelocity,will first be found when the poht is between the Mach
waves from the leadingand trailingedges and then when the point is downstreamof the
trailin~dge wave.
Sflncethe wing is of hfinite width and experiencesno variationwith y, it is
possible to considerthe problem at y = O. Thus, from equation (13),for the case when
the point under considerationis between the Mach waves from the leadingand trailing
edges with its forecane cutting the wing as shown ~n figure 3(a),
$4i=iFi-
2
J
dyl
E [lx-xl)2+2y12+2z21 3/2
G
.where the symmtry of the problem with reepeot to the yl,a has been used. Computi~ the P
fiIIW3 pat of the Idegrel
m
I
a?li
Equations (16)and (17) can be evahated directly to give the results
Voa E
Q=-—— (Xtpz)
p Izl
~. - Voa 1
. .
1’
(16)
(17)
1
(I-8)
s’
9
El
~
.
P
i?)
o
. .
. . . , .
For a petit behind the traiHn&edge wave (fig. 3(b)), ~ ~ q~tities can be
deteminel b a similar manner. Due,
(19)
and w is given by the partial derivative Of @ with respect to z. The term containing
the single integral is zero, since the Intmgral Itself Is boundbd for LL values of E,
while the term c ontainlng the double integral is readily cd.cukbb. Thus , the values of
the velocity potential and the downwash for a pobrt behkd the trailln~edge wave axe given
by the relations
W.o
.
P
m
m
o
(20)
These results are the familiar equations associated with two-dimensional supersonic fl.at-
plate ~eory.
s
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The point of princiyal interest in this bvelopment is the
jump in the induced vertical velocity w in passing from apotit
dust ehead of the trailin&edge wave tua point immediatelybehind
the wave. A study of equations (17) and (19) shows that this @mp
is the result of the discontinuity in the contiributi.mto the down-
wash of the term containing the single integral. Ahead of the
biling-edge wave, this term yielded the result that
w= – Toa
whereas behind the wave, the contribution of the term to w was
zero.
The method of attack used in the study of the unsweyt w= can
be generalized to apply to arbitrary plan forms. A discussim of’
this case foUows.
Arbitrary pk forms.– As will be shown later, for any plan
form with supersonic trailing edge, the Jump in the value of w
in the plane of the wing at the trailing edge csn be calculated
directly by means of simple momentum methods. At this point, how–
ever, It is of more interest to consider in a genral manner the
nature of the integrations involved when the point x,y,z is either
ahead of or behind the trailin&edge wave. Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
show a plan form with a straight trailing edge with areas of integration
indicated for the point P in each of the two positions. (me
straight trailing edge is not a necessary restriction and is only
introduced for convenienoe of notation.) The regions of-integration
are divided under the assumption that the first integration on the
plan form in equation (13)will be made with respect to yl. When
the point P is ahead of the trailin~dge wave, therefore, the
contribution of the wake is zero and the integration over the plan
form is made to conform with regions I and II. When the point is
behind the trailin~dge wave; three integrals ~ evaluated
corresponding to regions 1, II, and III. In the case of the infinite
aspect ratio, unswept wing region I wass of course, nonexistent and,
in ~neral, no essential difficulty in regard to the ltiits of
int~grati& is introduced by this
Situate d. In region II, however,
more detail.
.
Consider first the case when
by @l~a the contribution of one
potential. Then
region %gardless of where P iEi
the problem must be treated in
P is ahead of the wave and denote
sfde of region II to the total
.
l
,
.
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.
l @IIa
L ..~
= ,h +% x+ -
E+o 211
where
Yl=y+$ ~(x-xl)Z–p’zz
Stiil.arly,when P is behind the wave and the same subsoript
19
(21a)
notation is used to refer to one side of region II, the val~e of
OIIa is
.
where Y1 is as defined above.
. The contributions of the other side of region II to the p;tential
will not be considered separately as the behavior is identical. When
P lies ahead of the wave, e appears h the ltiitS for integration
with respect to both yl and xl. This corresponds to the situation
in equations (16) and (17) and, as for that problem, the limiting
process is carried out after the integration is completed. When P
is behind the wave, it is not necessary to defer the lhniting process,
since
%1 a
‘~~’0”1~~o~2
20
But since
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Ml (x~,y=) <M
[(x–xl)q=(y-y=)=+%z]~iz =
for COSX1 g% (i.e., Q is bounded for all valuesinterval of the first integra ion); and further, since
“f
+E
Mm M dYl=lti Me=o
E*O Y E+o
therefore, for P situated behind the trailtn~dge wave,
.
.
of xl in the
the
contribution of region IIa is given by
“’===~co”’l======“99 ’22’
Equation (22) will be applied directly in the determination of
downwssh behind the triangular wing. The significance of’the result
is that, when the po.intiP at x,y, z is behind the lk.chwave from
a supersonic trdiling edge, the limiting process associated with
region II need not be considered. When P is ahead of the Mach wave,
the term e mugt %e retained in the analyefs and the Itiiting process
used. As was previously noted, the general analysis developed in
this report places no restriction on the orientation of the traili~
edge; however, it should be yointed out that region ~ exists only
for the case in which the trailing edge is supersonic. Therefore,
the sump in downwash, obtained from the integration over region II,
is associated only with supersonic trailing edges; whereas both the
downwash and loading are continuous across a subsonic trailing edge.
Triangular Wing
Consider a triangular
back of the Mach cone from
is lmown tc be (references
wing (fig. 5) with leading edges sweyt
the vertex. The loading over the wing
7 and 5)
!21
(23)
where E. is the complete elliptic Integral of the second kind with
modulus k. . ~~ and 60 = ~ tan ~, b being the semivertex
angle of the triangle. From equation (3)
(24)A#e = H ~eozxl~=yl=
where
2aTo
H =—
EOB
(25)
Sufficient information is now at hand to permit the use of equa-
tion (13). Setting, for convenience, Q = Q + OW the velocity
potential at x,y,z %is given by the sum of t e two expressions
zH~2
*=–—
IJJ
~eo2x12-p~12 &l dyl (26)
2fi Plan form [(x–~l)2+2(y–y= )2+=z2]3/= “
Equation (26) represents the contribution to the velocity potential
furnished by the doublets distributed over the plan form,while
equation (27) represents the contrfbution furnished by the doublats
withti the wake. The latter equation is the mathematical equivalent
in supersonic flow of the subsonic velocity potential of a sheet of
horseshoe vortices corresponding to an elliptic span load distri–
bution. Equations (lha) and (14b) showed that the expression for
~atx=ca is identical to the velocity potential of the
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subsonic vortex sheet. However, In the vicinity of the x = co
line, the behavior is entirely different.
In the present report, equations (26)and (27) will be applied
only to the determination of’downwash along the center line in the
wake of the airfQfl. Further extensimm are limited onlyby
difficulty of integration, It will appear in the development that
recourse to numerical methods is probably necessary in @neral.
Downwash induced by doublets in the wake.- Setting y = O in
equation (27) and integrating with respect to xl, it-follows that
JzH(x-co) ‘1 eo2c02+2yl= dyl@v.—
–Y~ (Y12+Z2)J(x-co)+Zyl+zzz
(28)
2TC
where the limits on the integral are not yet specifie~ since they
differ in the regions A and B indicated in figure 5. In either
case, however, the limits are seen to be the roots of one of the two
radicals in the integrand.
In order to derive an expression for downwash in the plane of
the airfoil, it is convenient to express equation (28)in a different
form. Integrating by parts
H 2X
Y~
Yl(x-co)
arc tan 14(X-CO)%3*Y12+Z’ -y,z
Yx Yl(x-co)
arc tan
z J(X-CO)2+2Y12+%2
&,.,
his form of the eauatim is easier to treat when 1~ ~ is to
.
.
.
—
Z+odz
be considered. b both regions A and B, it can be shown that ~,
the contribution to the downwash made by the doublets in the wake,
is given by the expression
.
.
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In
em even
qjq
O“c”
region B, Y1 = —. Using the fact that the titegrand is
function and introp%zcing the notation
x
xc =—
co
it follows that
eoSetttig kl = — and noting that kl C 1
Xo—1
expression for ww h region B is
h the region, the
(30)
(31)
where E= is the cmnplete elliptic integral of the second kind and l
the subscript denotes that the modulus is kl.
In region A
By meems of the transformations
x
x =—
co
.
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.
introducing Jacobian
T = ~ u, we tive
Wwfi
-=
lip
we fo-m
(32)
second kind with modulus ke~
Thevalues of the dw~sh given ly equations (32.)EUX3( ?)cw
be preser&ed m te.~a of W., the dawnwash on We @rig, where f.rmg .
*O
equation (25) and frm the tou@@?y condit$.n, CL= ~=,
o
WOYC Yt
-=-EO
Ej3 (33)
Thus,
w 2E=
—=—
Wo
~. ( region B)
Ww
Figure 6 shows this variation in - plotted as a function of x.
W. -
for values of @o equ~ to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, ~d .0?8.
.
.
.
.
.
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.
fi region B, no singularities occur in equation (26)so the
finite part sign can be disregarded. Since, moreover, the titegrand
is an even function of yl, the e~ression for velocity potential
.
becomes
.
After changing variables by the
PYlk==
equation (34) becomes
transformations
eoxl
k=
J-
1tip=-+ Co#&dx=f’ ‘,2 d~o 0 (l-k’g’)”o
.
Substituting ~=sn u and noting that sn K=l, sn 0=0 where K is
the complete elliptic integral with modulus k, we have
CO ks
@p = –+
f
— dxl
f f
zHf3 co (K4)dxl
190xl cd2udu = - —
o
X
o 0 J(x-xl)2.-p’z’
The d wnwash wp in the
%la —.
2+0 az
This leads to
z=O plane can now be found by considering
the result
co(K-) ~=Wp .–m —
ITJ
x—xl
o
where the modulus reduces to.
.
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.
Rewriting the equation so that– k is’the variable of integration
90
and kl=—
X&l
W7C
f
klKE
+=-
~dkki-60
0
(35)
As is to be expected, the value of Wp is seen to approach
zero ae ~ becomes infinitely large. The upstream bo-andaryof
region B lies at ~.l+60 and, as will be seen, Wp is continuous
at this point.
Consider now”region A. In this case, the traces of the l.kch
forecone of the point (x,o,z) cut across the plan form. For ease
of calculation, the area within the wing leading and trailing edges
and the traces of the forecone will be divided into two parts. Thus,
making use again of the symmetry”with respect to the xl-axis,
and also the results discussed in connection with equation (22), it
follows from equation (26)that-
where
xl .X-J eo2x2+p2z2(l+02 )
14.2
The reduction of the first double integral in equation (36) can be
cerried out by methods exactly equivalent to those used in reduc~ng
equation (34) to (35). As a result of thiB calculation, the contribu-
tion made to Wp in the plane z=O by the first double integral is
.
—
.
.
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JH$ 1 K=.— fi ~~
Ih the second double integral of
substitution is made
Then, if
*
ak (37)
equation (36) the following
~ AC-d’+%’=
eOX1
IJ*/( x-xl)=+3222I Ozxlz-pzylz= o [(x–x=)2+2y=2+2z2] 3/2
I can be written
.
.
The integration
tion (14) where
can best be completed here
A(~) =
and the auxiliary trsnsformation
this calculation
J=7
(1+.5)3/2
E =snu
I
1
= — (K=)
J3eoxlk=
through the use of equa-
is used. As a result of
so that the second double integral of equation (36) is equal to -
zH$
J’
co K=
——
— &xl
* xl 13Oxlkz
28
Using methods similar to those
tion (35), the contribution to
NACATIYNo.1620
employed in the derivation of equa-
‘P is found to be
K- ~
~(l%ok)
(38)
‘-1 Equations (37) and (38) may nowbe combined towhere b = —.
60
give the total downwash in region A induoed by the doublets on the
.
plan form. Thus)
(39)
The integration ofiequation (39) requires numerical methods. A
slight simplification can, however, be introduced by using the kmown
value of the downwash Wa ~ust behind the trailing edge. As will
be shown in the next section,
. w#
= -: (EO-GO)
~
Eguation (39) must, of course, yield this result for ~ on the
trailing edge, that is, for ~=1 and ~=0. Using this rehtfon
together with equation (39) it follows that
Wpfl
fk=
_ =.-~ (E&lo) + ‘2 (f~ok)
m
o
Values givenby equations (35) and (~) are
point k1=k2=l, that is, at the point where the
two traili~dge tips intersect on the x-axis.
dk (40)
consistent at the
Mach cones from the
By means of these
.
.
.
.
equations, the contribution to the downwash of the doublets distri-
buted over the plan form Is determined.
.
.
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In summy, these relations are
‘P Eo+o 2
f
k K-E ~
.=— -—
‘o E. flo o ka(l+(30k)
(region A)
(region B)
‘PFigure 7 shows the results of the Integrations, the’function ~
being plotted as a function of ~ for various values of Go.
o
Conditions at the trailirw etie.– The value of the vertical
induced velocity _dlately ahead of and behind the trailing+dge
wave must, of course, be determinable directly from equations (21)
and (22), respectively, by setting x=co + zP. If, however, the
discussion is restricted to the z=O plane, a much simpler method
exists for finding w at these points. The approach telcenhere
follows essentially that given by Lagerstrom in reference k.
.
Let conditiorm Sust ahead of the trailin~dge wave be denoted
by the subscript 2 and conditions just behind the wave by the
subscript 3. Figure 8 shows a section of a given wing in the plane
. y=constant. The Mach waves at the leading and trailing edge mske the
angle v=arc sin ~ with the z=O plane, and the wing is presumed ‘M
to be at angle of attack a. Assuming the traillng edge to be
normal to the free~tream direction, the variation in the x-component
In velocity when passing through the trailin~dge wave can be treated
as a two-dimensional problem with the condition imposed that US=O
in the 2=0 plane. It is lmown that continuity of flow together with
balance of tangential momentum across the wave lead to the result
that the component of velocity tangential to the wave is continuous.
The tangential components of velocity immediately ahead of end behind
the wave are given, respectively, by the expressions
.
.
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Equating these relations,it follows that
(41)-
For the two plan forms which.have been considered, equation (41)
gives the folloting results
(a) Unswept wing of infinite span
In this case
and
Vop 4-U
w~ =-v&L+— 4 T’” (42)
Equation (20) showed that this result actually applies to aU points
behind the Mach wave.
(b) Triangular wing.
From equation (23)
from which it follows that
( eo2coW-3 =Wo 1- E. ) (43)
.
.
.
.
.
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Setting y==O and introducing H from equation (25)
w#
—=—
H$
which is the expression used in
# (Eo+o)
equation (40). These results
31
(44)
are
— . .
equivalent to t~ose given by Lagerstrom in reference 4.
V~ues of downwash nmr center line of wake.-, The values of
downwash, which were obtained on the center line of the wake, were
worked out in exact detail and sub~ected to no restrictions other
than those originally imposed by the use of the linearized equations
of flow. It is possible, moreover, to get an indication of the
variation in the downwash function in a portion of the wake for
points near the center line through the use of a generalized Taylor~s
expansion in the vicinity of the line y=z=O. The next higher terms
in the expansion can be found tithout too much difficulty for the
region bounded as follows
(a) -~b<y<~b
(b) Both y and z
traili~dge
The problem resolves
nonvanishing coefficients
lying
tips
itself
of y.
within the Mach cones from the
into one of finding the first
and 20 in the series
w
— = Ao+Alzo+Blyo+A2zo%2zoyo+B2yo%. .9Wo (45)
The value of ~ has, of course, already been computed and is
known from equations (31) and (35) to be
(46)
80
where kl = —.
+–1
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The coeffictent B1 in the expansion Is known to be equal to
aw
()~
The evaluation of this term follows a developmentsimilar
yo=o
to that used for equations (29) amd (34) except that y is retained
in the analysis. The derivation yields the relation
Carrying out the clifferentiation, with proper regard f’or the singu-
b.rity in the first inte~al, it fOlhWS -t B1 . 0. s~ilarly,
it oan be shown that C2 = O,
()
1 3%
while the coefficient B2 = - —
is given by the expression 2 ayoz Yo=o
1 ( 2412B2=— 2K= -—ElKEoeoz 1-?s12 )
(47)
90
where again kl = ~.
Xo
k order to calculate the variatim with z, it Is necessary
.
.
.
a%()to evaluate Al = —azoa
Zo=o
.
.
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.
where
33
Yl(-o)
Sz’c tan
z /(x-cJ =p~~’-$zzz
Q1
60X1
- “JcOti’fTP/eo2x+p2y12 m
o 0 [ (x-x J2+2y12+2z21”/2
The double integral contributes nothing to the coefficient,and the
remaining portion of the expression can be evaluated without
integrating by differentiating twice and using Cauchyts integral
theorem
f
f(y=)ayl af
()(yl-iz )2= 2ni F Yl=iz
.
Thus ,
.
(48)
lZ
A~=– ——
Eoeo IZI
The coefficient A2 will not be evaluated, since the first
higher order term in. z has been found.
~ Yo end Zo, the downwash function
:=$(E’‘J%A
DLSCU2SION
Ww
The variation of ~ the downwash
o
Thus,-to the first order
w is
~
—— —
E~:o 1:I
(49)
due to the doublets in the
wake in terms of the downwash on the trismgular wing, was given in
figure 6 as a function of X. for various values of e.. ~is
. distribution of downwash along the center line of the wake can be
.
Ww Xo-l
presented as a single curve if — E. is expressed in terms of —.
’90
A graph of this function is sho~in ffgure 9.
Figure 10 presents the resultant downwash on the center line
induced by the doublets distributed over the wake and over the plan
form. TMs is the complete value of downwash on the x&axis and
shows that, foll.owingthe discOntinulty in downwash at the trailing
edge, the magnitude of ~ bufldb up to its asymptotic value andWo
achieves an almost constant value within approximately one chord
length aft of the trailing edge for values of e. less than 0.8.
The table given cm the f@ure relates 60 to free-stream Mach number
M and to ~ for the particular case of a triangular wing with lead-
ing edges swept back 45°.
It has been shown that at x = ~ the downwash has the same form
for both incmq?resslble and supersonic flow, provided the span load
distributions are equal. An exact solution for the downwash on the
center line of the triang.zlarwing has been developed and extended
to include a region nem the center llne of the wake by means of an
approximation (equatipn (45)). A measure of the exactmess of the
approximation may be obtained by comparing these results with the
exact results for the incompressible case for an elliptic span load
distribution, as obtained from reference 8,page 151.Figure 11
& for incompressible theory forshows the exact Val-uesof .-
0< ~
Wcl
<0. j md 0< >< 0.3.Also included are the lineex approxl–
e. 0
mations in supersonic.theory to ~ E. for the same range of the
‘o
geometric variables. The span load distributions for both wings are
elliptical, but, in order that the same value of lift is maintained
for the low- and high-speed cases, the emgle of attack must be
modified. This accounts for the use of the factor 13’.in one spt
of ordinates. It is apparent frcm the comparison that, at a large
distance behind the wing, the approximation oi’equation (49) yields
results within 4 percent of the exact value for the region considered.
In application, it is desirable to know not only the order of
the vaiables retained in the analysis, but also the magnitudes of
the neglected terms. In this respect, equation (49) does not supply
as much information as might be desired, since no estimation is
furnished of further coefficients in the series. It appears, however,
from the nature of the agreement ob~ned in figure 11 for conditions
at a large distance from the wing together with observations as to
the asymptotic behavior apparent in figure 10, that equation (49)
.
.
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furnishes a reasonable estimate of downwash in region B, provided
that the point of calculation is not in the tiediate vicinity of
the tip l.kchcones. For values in region A, no conclusions csm be
drawn from this investigation about the vsriation of downwash with
respect to z. The spsnwise variation tidicatedby equation (49)
agrees with the value given by equatim (43) at the trailtig edge;
that is, to the first order in y, the downwash is a constant.
Thus, in the xy-plane, equation (49) can be expectid to give a
reasonably close estimate to the downwash near the center line and
away from the tip Mach cones for all potits behind the trailing ed~.
For variation in the z-direction, however, the validity of equaticm (49)
is restricted to.points in region B.
The behavior of the downwash in the vicinity of the trailing
edge indicates that in this region an important difference exists
between liftin~line theory in su~erscmic and in subsonic flow.
Figure 6 shows the variation of downwash along the center ltne of
a doublet sheet (lifting-line theory h ticompressible flow) with am
elliptic span load distribution. The error introduced by not using
the chordwise distribution of load is given in figure 7 and is
sizeable for about one chord length back of the wing.
The methods of analysis presented here were shown in the first
application to lead immediately to the value of the potential
function at x = m, and thus provide a ready method for the deter-
mination of vortex drag of a suyersonlc wing.
A more detailed study of downwash behind the wing will necessarily
involve considerable labor. The methods given In the report are,
however> gener~ and ae directly applicable.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Moffett Field, Cal.if.
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Figure /.- Sketch showing arbitrary lifting surface together
with distribution of A ~s, the jump in perturbation velocity
potentiol in the plone of the surface.
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F@ure 2.- Vorhx sheet with hund vortices on y-axis ad
distribution of circututlon equal to A ~,
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(0) Point P ahead of trailing edge (b) Point Pbehlnd trolling edge
Figure 4.-Areas of integration for arbitrary plan form with
supersonic trailing edge.
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Figure 8.- Sketch of velocity vectors
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of the air before reoching,
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Figure 9.- Downwosh foctor induced by doublets in wake, WWEO/wO, ‘
plotted against factor representing distonce downstream
from trailing edge, (x.- 1)/ 80. Triangular wing.
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